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ABSTRACT
The lack of rigorous evaluations and variations in

operation of ,adolescent: diversior programs has led to a state of
confusion concerning the effects of diversion. In a program at
MiC-higan State University, youths referr,ed to the project from the

luVenile court are randomly assigned to undergra4 ate who are

trained and supervised by Trolec+ personnel or to a c trol group'

.
'which receives treatment as usual. The standa d B-wee intervention

involves a combiriation of child advocecy and ehavicra contracting.

Results have been positive, but not conclusive. Projec youth tend to

have fewer and less seriouc police and court contacts better

school ager fdr mance when compared to control youth. A malo focus of

the reRgarch has been to identify the conditi ons under whi such a

diversion' program can be suácessful. Wh;+_ is done with the adolescent
after ,diverrsion appears to affect his/her po4entia1 re-involvement
with the' system. Variationq in this, as well as other variables,
e.g.; wheOce in the system the' youth iS diverted, who administers the
diveTsion program, andi-the type of youth diverted, are likely to

account fpr a wide variety of results tound by diversion programs.
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Discrepancies in Diversion Research:

Some Possible Explanations

. .

In attempting to assess the effectiveness of diversion:, the researcher

has two basic methodological options. The first is to study iversion as it

is) actually4practiced by eyalu g existing programs. Thia method gains
7

its validity from the.fact that it allows an examination of what happens when

the phildsophy and policy of diversion are transferred into actual practice.
tio

Unfortunately, this testing of diversion as practiced may not be a fair test

of the actual concept of diversion. The individual and oronizations who

attempt to implement diversiod programs also nee4, to respond to a variety of

economic, legal, political; (and social concerns. As highlighted in the literature

On diversion to date, these concerns result in the varietiof mutations of

diversion observed today, with a correspOnding inconsistency of outcome results.

A second basic method for addressing the effectiveness of diversion is to .

devel4 a model Program for evaluation. If this program'can be developed and

administered with minimal externtl pressures, there is a greater- likelihood of

avoiding some of the pitfalls that threaten the effectiveness of other diversion

efforts. Furthermore, the evaluation Of the program can be considered a prime

4
concern, as opposed to an afterthought. Planning the evaluation concurrently

with the program itself allows for a much more powerful research design than attempt- ,

ing to tack an evaluation Onto an already existing progfam.

With these considcraLons in mind, this latter method (the development and

levaluatiod of a model program) is the strategy that we have employed. Research

was designed to be hn experimental examination of diversion as it "should" be

practiced. ,In particular, the firilowing characteristics of this diversion project

are worthy of note. First, care was taken to insure an appropriate selection

of youth. Specifically, only adole.4cents who would haYe had further involvement

will: the formal juvenile justice systenOadjhe project not.been available, were

11 ,



accepted into the project. Second, services to ,the youth in the project were

provtded oh'a consistent anid intense level. Those providing the services )

.
.

.
. .

received considerable training and-were carefully supevised. The relationships

with referral agencies (the police and juvenile court) were strong and positive,

yet the project r6tained its independence from these agencies.

Additional coneerns worthy Of consideration in such a planned evaluation are

alternative or supportive dependent measures gnd adequate process assessment'. -All

too 8ften, official crime rate is too infrequent in occurrence to serve\as a sole

dppendent measure in an evaluative paradigm though these official rates (measure

of police and court official's behavigv) are extremely important. The inclusion

of self-reported estimates of de1inquent behavior should strengthen ahy design.

On the other hand., due to the varied diversidnary programs in existence, it is

difficult, if not impossjble,oto mgke generalized statements about the utility

of diversionary progravs per se. This leads to the necessity for the inclusion

of extensive proc&.ss measures designed to assess specifically what processes are

occurring,that lellad to the resultant clutcome conclusions (Kantrowitz,.et al., 1978)

. It was felt that develOping and evaluating this strong model of diversion was

a good place to start tri attempting to assess the effectiveness of diversion.

If the program was not effective under these conditions, lt would be unlikely

that it wouia work under the conditions"most'programs are forced to dperate. On

the other hand, if it was etfective, it would thep be possible to continuo the

research to try to begin to understand the conditions that dre responsible for'

its success. Having substantially demonstrated positive overallIresults, the

projett is presently.at'the stage of attepipting to identify these crucial com-.

ponents of the successful uSe oi diversionary intervention programs.

'A brief history of the project, its method, nd its results 4s in.order.

.4 .

The project- bpgan in 1973 at the University of Illinois as part Of a larger program

designed to assess the effectiiveness of uhdergraduate volwnteers'working with

t'



various target groups. The adolescent projct received referrals from the

police, The youths referred'would otherwise have had petitions filed against

them and would have been sent to the ju'venile court. The adolescents were then

rahdomly assigned to the project or to a control group that was released outright'

'11with no treatment given. The experimental youth (those assigned to the project)

i
wer6 assigned to an undergraduate who wasp trained and su ervised,by members of

the project staff (usually graduate students). The stu ent and youth Ild 6-8

hours of contact every weAk for an 18-week duration. Two intervention strategies

were employed with the youth. :Ile first, behdvioral contracting, was designed as

an attempt to imprbve the interpqrsonal contingencies between the youthla d signifi-

cant others, usuallyAthe parents. The seconet, advocacy, was designed to protect

the youth's rights and to genera,te and mobilize community resources to fulfill

thPiyouth's needs.

The Illinois program was operated as a research project between 1973 and.1975

before the administration was transferred to a community youth agency. The results

of the research with respect to the youbh can be summafi.zed as follows. Youths

referred to the prpject were far superior to the control group with espect to

frequency and seriousness,pf police contacts and frequency and serioLiness of,

court petitions,filed. These findings were true for the petiod during'program

intervention as we'll as during a twó'yearfollowup period. Youth outcomes concern-
,

ing school attendance and grades were not clear-cut, though they tended to indicate
1

'a posiblive effect: of program participation. A comparison of the two intervention

techniques, behavioral contracting and advod'acy, indicated that theyiFere essentially

eqUally effective and superior to he conttol condition (Davidson, 1976). A

variety of questionnaire measures (including 8el4f-report delinquency)jailed to

edemonstrate significant program effects.

The Illinois experience indicated that,the practice of diversign haVsome

voalidity and had displayed at least some effecItiveness. A that point it.seemed

reasonable to begin to furthqr inveskigate the salient factors relating to this
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effectiveness. One step in this direction was to replicate the program in

another.s4ting to determine if some unique characteristics.associated with the

original setting were responsible. The Volescent Divrsion Projeat was repli-
.

cated at Michigan State University tieginning in 1976.. The only significant

.change-inthe program's operations was that referrals came frqm the cOunt.4 probate

"court as opposed tO the police (the referral point is immediately after a

preliminary hearing has been held to investigate the case)- Youth refewed to

the project are randotly assigned to the.project or a control group. ,The control

group is returnA to the court's intake division,where they then receive the
o

normal Court treatment.

.1

The basic contracting/advocacy intervention Ilas continued to be employed.

Results indicate that youths receiving this treatment consitently had fewer

and less serious police and court contacts. Again, school related outcomes
1

have been mixed. While self:report results have not been consistent, it appears'

that the diverted youth report less delinquent behavior than .do.youth uceiving

normal court treatment. As noted earlier, official delinquency (as measured by

police,and court records) and self-reported delinquency each have their own

advantages and disadvantages as measures of delinquency. To have the diveited

youth snow less delinquencY by both methods of measurement helps bt4ld a strong

case for the eflectiveness of this version of.diversion.

Again, one of the purpo s of replicating the project has been to dissect

the model in order to more clear identify what component of diversion (as
i

practiced in the Illinois project) made it successful. Therefore, several

dimensions of the intervention have been varied at different times in order to

more carefully explore the usefulness of.diversion. Youth referred to the project

were randomly assig nedlot only to project and control groups,:but élso randomly

assigned to different treatment conditions'Lwithin the project.. Students working

With the.youth were.also randomly,.assigced to grou s whiAch received different

" training, instrOction, and supervision representi g these different interventions.



VEN.ations pccurred in the content nd 4tensity'of training, as well'as in

--

.the intensity of supervision. These different conditions and their outcomes

will briefly be discussed below.

Each group was designed-to-experimentally test hypotheSis about the salirt

factorb in the model. For instance, it was hypothesized that perhaps the

specific techniques of contracting and advocacy were of minimal importance and
-

that insteadcific techniques using a different theoretical foundation and
-

content would be as effective. To test this, a "relationship" corkalLon was

constructed, in which the students were giVen training and practice'in Uging

relatiOnship building communication and problem-solving skills. The intervention

consisted of the students developing a relationship with the youth and helping

the youth to understand and modify his/her situation and needs within the frame-
.

work of interpersonal relationships. The outcomes for these youth were only

slightly less favorable than the contacting/advocacy group and still superior.to

the control group.

Students in the project hadialways received'relatively intensive training

and close suPervision of their cases. The extent to whit'Othis was critical..to

the gliccess of the project was also an empirical question. Therefore, the "low

intensity" condition was formed. This condition was designed to approximate a

more typical situation in which volunteers work with youth. Therefore, the

students received six hours of training (as opposed to the project norm of 20)

which consisted of basic orieRtation to t1-7 nature of delinquency, the theories

that have attempted to explain it, the hi tory and structure of the juvenile court.,

and some general instruction in gettin alOng with the youth.. After the students

wee assigned.to, the adolescents, he y met once a month for supervision (as opposed '

to the'project norm of weekly sdpervision). Within this low intensity condition.,

one further dimension was experimentally maniOulated. Half of the students were

traitipd and'supervised in groups of eighto as were the other s,tudents n the project.



The other half met.in a larger group of 15. This was a further Atilempt.to match

the conditions 'of more "typical" volunteer programs.

Essentially, this 16W intensity condition acted.as an attention glacebo.

While the students in this condtion saw,their yolh as frequently as did students

- 4

in the other conditions, they were given very little-instructioo as to what ktilds

of intervention might be appropriate. This allowed-us to further'study the role

.
°

of the specihc intervention techniques as"opposed to simply giving the youth

attention (which othera have suggested nay be responsible,for the project's
s,

success). }The outcome .vsults Showed that the low intensity condition had sig.vvi- -

ficantly more court contacts than.the contracting/advocacy group. This approach

-..\iroduced.recidivism rates no lower than and in some cases higher than co,trols.

1

Another dimension which has been examined concerns not what intervention

techniques ar used, but,rather, where they are applied. Much literature and

therapeutic attention has been given to ttie role of the family in delinquency.
V.

The contracting/advocacy condition addYesses itself to the family,, b t is equally

concerned with school, employment, peers, and other critical social domains in

the-life of the youth. While these other areaa have been considerqd important,

it was unclear whether better results might be obained by.giving complete
.0

attention to what might be the most Important area. Essentiallly, the difference

is between putting a little effort.into a.lot of areas, or a lot
y
of'effort in one

'

prea. The family condition was given training in contracting and-advodacy, but

oillyinstructed in how to apply these techniques to the family situat4on. Great

-
emphasis was placed on-contracting, since it is more relevant to the family than

advocacy. In additiontraining includd infoxmation on the role of,t0p family

in delinquency.

The relative effectiVeness of family irqeryention versus a more.broadly

focused intervention is somewhat unclear. The family condition was superior

to the control group and slightly less- successful than the I,)roader cbntracting/
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advocacy-group, though this, latter difference was not statistically signiVI.znt

p.

Results of a second family group will be available soon.

A question frequently asked by thoseinterested in diversiOn concerns the .

degree of independence between..diversiott progam and the system from which the

youth hgs befn diverted. Is it possible to hame a successful diversion effort
.\

if theThdiJersion" consigts of."Simply an alternative treatment by.the system

)

itself? To help answer that question, a "court" condition was,established in which

Court staiff tiain and supervise the students working with the youth. The same4

sdaining methods and Materials are used by both the regular.contracting/advocay

group and the court group. Ilnly the staff affiliation has been varied. OutcOme

results for this experiment-will also be avhilable soon.

A final interesting dimensi" presently being investigated concerns the

characteristics of the people working with the youth. To date, the program has

onlyinvolved undetgrsduates'from large universities. Presently underway is a
A

comparison Of this population with students from a local community college, as
4

well as communior volunteers'rectuited by the court. This study WU compare

", the effectiveness of these,three populations in workiAgmith.diverted youth.

By now the pattern and strattgy efforts should be cleat. To recap,

we started'with the development of what we felt was a strong model of diversion

I.
.

_ 1,

to seq. if it could succeed under.positive conOlions. After this _initial success,

lie hegp v) look more closelyat the model in order to gain An understanding of-the

processes and conditions related 'to its effectiveness.
es

At this point, it is simplistic to ask does diversion work? .As mentioned

before, there.pre simply too nany variations on a themg. As in any "hoe' area,
.4

the, rising interest in the concept of diversion has led to a proliferation of

A gteat diversity of actual practices, alloperating,under the title or diversion.

The questions we,are attempting to answer instead are, under'what c9nditions doeg

diversion work?

4
4

o
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We can now begin tp provide spme 'empiticallii based apswers to.thiS questio4:-

(14,

It appears that what happens to the'youth after diversion is important.. The

naeure ofthe intervention provided, if any, can largely affect,the chances for

.

successful outcomes. Simply giving.the Outh 'personal coritactand attention,

even in relatively large doses, ds not enough' by itself to have.notable positive .

effects. On the other hand, the provision of several speCific,detailed.formS of

intervention has heen successful in 'comparison with the control groups employed.
a

-

In particular, the environmentally based straiegies of advocacy and behavi ral

contracting.haue been consistently and conclusively shown to be useful. The

results have 'Veen strong regar4less of;the breadth of the interyentidln (family

only -rsus all so ial domains). Vinally, an intervention method focusing on.Oe

relationship-bU'lding and the interpersonal ills of the youth also pro.ved Yelativel

successful. .

it is clear that adicettain degree of intensity oFtraining and supervising

of those providing the intervention is crucial. The.training provided-to students

in he project is not only, fairly extensive, but also very practical.and specific.

I
. 1

. .

The weekly meetings ,
outside readings and Practical exercises, in-class'demonstra-

liftma

dons and role plays, .sRecific instructions to students, grouP problem solving,

and high trainer-supervisor to student ratios all appear to increase the likelihood

of positive results, taugh the relative importance of each of theseomponents
c,

has not yet been empirically determined. .

Ongoing research will continue this investigation into the dynamicv of diversion

%

and intervention. We pontinue to advecate the use of this staged model of research.,

.ett this point, we have a "black box" called diversion which we have seen work under

1

some Circumstances. We are nolein the proces of dismal:Kling this box, and(-;

removing or mefying some of ,the components in order to'better understand what

factors affect its operation. Tdis approach is costly and time-consuming Given

a limited subject population, there are a limited number of factors that caC be

tigsted in one period of time. Yet, the results obtained in this manner make a
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. .
.

signi:ficant.contributIon to our understandIngof,diversion. It s only.through
/
,

continuing such exploratory efforts.that we can ho&to. alleviate the confusion
.....--.

5.

,

. 7
.that.gurrounds the concept of 'diversion and reducetbe discrepancy tIlt is found

In the research on-the effectiveness Of diversion. Decisions concerning the future

practice of aiversion depend on the ability of social science to illuminate fhese

issues.

Sb
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